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Pandemic pressures and technological advances have 
changed the workplace landscape in record time. 
International supply chain issues feed inflation, which 
feeds political and economic volatility. Few had 
foreseen a land war in Europe, the ramifications of 
which have yet to play out.



Global upheavals will continue to impact organizations for the foreseeable future, 

continuing the workplace, supply chain, economic, and geopolitical disruptions with 

which we’ve grown too familiar. With a focus on board effectiveness and 

organizational strategy, survey respondents are clearly cognizant of the challenges 

facing organizations in this volatile environment.



Most have relied on technology to help weather the last two years. Now, a majority 

look to that same technology for additional efficiencies, security, and the enhanced 

engagement and collaboration that help enable a more strategic board focus.



Survey Participants
 


The 419 annual survey participants, principally director level and up, representing global 

industries from non-profits and education to healthcare and finance, provided insight into 

the value and power of increased board effectiveness, and the factors that create it. 

Chief executive/chair


Executive management


Board administrator


Board director

Non-profit


Financial


Higher ed


Technology


Association


Other

107
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87


81

26


22


21


12

Role Count %

US & Canada


Europe


Australia & NZ


Asia & Africa

384


19
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5

91


5


3


1
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31%

13%

19%

14%
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““…a [non-profit] board that is involved and 

effective in fundraising will be a board that is


appropriately involved in many other aspects 

of an organization’s work, including long 

range planning, budgeting and fiscal 

oversight, program development and 

personnel issues..”




Stephanie Roth


“Building an Effective Board of Directors,”


Non-Profit Quarterly

Six priorities for [corporate] boards: 

  

• Oversee strategy to create long-term value 

• Promote enterprise resiliency in the face of uncertainty 

• Focus on workplace transformation and new ways of working


• Lead on diversity, equity and inclusion


• Guide an ESG strategy that drives stakeholder engagement and value”




EY 

“Six Priorities for Boards in 2021”



say to measure effectiveness, it is important 

to focus on strategic imperatives

say to measure effectiveness, it is important 

to focus on governance and continuity

Avg: 1.9

Avg: 2.4

Avg: 2.5

Avg: 3.2

Defining Board Effectiveness
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76%

2022 Board Effectiveness Survey

52%

#1

#2

ranking it no. 1 
over 57% of the time

#3

Chief executives are 

most focused on 

strategic imperatives,

#4

Rate from 1-4 how you measure effectiveness...

Most important Least important

Focus on strategic imperatives 202 116 62 39

92 124

124

137

144

66

75 76

7650 55 238

Governance and continuity

Established and hit financial goals

Meet shareholders needs
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“With the upcoming retirements of some of the older 

generation trustees, we will likely see a stronger sense of 

adoption of the technology to support our Board of Trustees 

with a younger generation coming in.”
 

– Board Admin., Higher education

Board Member Diversity

“Prior to COVID, we met in person 4x/year and there was a social aspect contributing to our effectiveness...  

Although the preparedness of the Board for meetings has improved and meetings are more efficient, there is a 

relationship piece that has suffered.  So, I would like to get back to in-person meetings (while keeping the 

preparedness and efficiency).”
 

– Executive Management, Non-profit

Engaged, Involved, Attentive Board Members

“Increase global perspective and technology skills (data and 

cybersecurity, for example).”
 

– Board Admin., Higher education

Tech Utilization; Innovation

“Actionable steps to improve following annual board 

evaluation;  focusing on productive meetings (agenda, 

preparation and ensuring meeting is more discussion than 

reading slides.”
 

– Board Director, Technology

Streamlined Agendas; Focus on Strategy
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Engagement is Key


of respondents say a 

is a primary driver of board effectiveness.

more engaged board


Primary drivers of board engagement

Secondary drivers

Tertiary drivers

“Better preparedness” was the leading secondary 

and tertiary driver of board effectiveness.

49%

46%

44%

46%

21%

21%

21%

19%

19%

16% 16%

9%

9%

More engaged 
board

More engaged 
board

More engaged 
board

Shift to remote/
virtual

Shift to remote/
virtual

Shift to remote/
virtual

Better 
preparedness

Better 
preparedness

Better 
preparedness

Increase BMS 
use

Increase BMS 
use

Increase BMS 
use
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* https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/how-covid-19-has-pushed-companies-over-the-technology-t ipping-point-and-transformed-business-forever

Technology as both tool and change agent
 


Technologies implemented during the pandemic continue to accelerate digital transformation 

throughout the organization, and boards are no exception. As boards grow more accustomed to 

and comfortable with technology tools, they’re seeking additional ways to leverage them to 

maximize efficiency and effectiveness.

In just a few months’ time the COVID-19 crisis has 

brought about years of change in the way companies 

in all sectors and regions do business. According to a 

new McKinsey Global Survey of executives, their 

companies have accelerated the digitization of their 

customer and supply-chain interactions and of their 

internal operations by three to four years. And the 

share of digital or digitally enabled products in their 

portfolios has accelerated by a shocking seven years.*



-  McKinsey, “How COVID-19 has pushed companies over the 

technology tipping point—and transformed business forever
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Technology can impact areas that feed board effectiveness
 


Increased board engagement, better board preparedness, and a more strategic board focus 

were cited as the three main drivers of board effectiveness. 

Board management technology is seen as important to all three.

Preparedness

Board Effectiveness

Strategic

Focus

Board

Engagement



YES

NO

Technology’s Role
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57%

81%

2022 Board Effectiveness Survey

43%

#4

Are you using board management

software today?

of respondents will continue meet remotely or via hybrid methods 

for next 6-12 months, solidifying the reliance on technology tools.

In 18-24 months, our use of tech to manage 

boards/committee will…

Over half of respondents will increase use of board tech in the next 18-24 months

Half of those without board management software will increase their use of board 

tech in the next 18-24 monthsThose with board management software are 13% 

more likely to increase use of tech than those without

decrease stay the same increase

1%

44%

55%



Rating board effectiveness,collaboration, and security
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69% 89%

2022 Board Effectiveness Survey

63%

said their board is more 

effective in the past 12 months


(74% with BMS 63% without)

said their board is more 

collaborative in the past 12 months 

(64% with BMS 61% without)

are confident in security of 

board communications today

(91% with BMS 78% without)

Has your board been more, or less effective in the past 12 months?

More Effective Less EffectiveSame

30%

25%

45%

40%

37%

39%
29%

24%
5% 2%

3%

1%6%

4%

10%



Where tech impacts security, effectiveness, and collaboration
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13% 3%

2022 Board Effectiveness Survey

11%

more likely to be confident


in the security of board 

communications

more likely to rate themselves 

more effective

more likely to rate their boards 

more collaborative

Those with board management software were:

World events have helped place a premium 

on cybersecurity. In fact, the Cybersecurity 

and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) 

has issued a 129-page cyber regulation 

proposal that will affect registrants and 

corporate directors alike. Board management 

software’s ability to provide a secure, 

permissions-based central repository for 

board materials plays a significant role in 

respondents’ security ratings. That same 

repository enables secure collaboration 

between meetings, while simultaneously 

supporting tools for voting, approvals, etc. 

These tools streamline administrative tasks 

and free up board time to focus on strategic 

imperatives—a major indicator of board 

effectiveness.



Rating effectiveness in board management
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61% rated themselves effective on


Board recruitment

39%

39%

11%

62% rated themselves effective on


Board diversity

80% rated themselves effective on


Board continuity

41%

16%
3%

39%

1%

69% rated themselves effective on


Environment, social, governance

28%

29%

7% 3%

45%

29%

7% 3%

21%

3%

21%

22%

44% rated themselves effective on


Attacting a younger demographic

Highly Effective                     Moderately Effective Neutral  Moderately Ineffective     Ineffective

134
128

50
82

25



The board management software effect
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How effective are you in the following areas?


5 = Highly Effective  |  1 = Ineffective

Board continuity


Gap: +0.4

Environmental, social, governance


Gap: +0.3

Board recruitment


Gap: +0.2

Board diversity; composition


Gap: +0.1

Attracting younger demographic


Gap: +<0.1

Currently using BMS Not using a BMS

4.3

3.9

3.9

3.8

3.7

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.2

3.2



Where tech impacts board management
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Board management technology is being used 

to streamline onboarding of new members and 

familiarize them with the board’s current state, 

while ensuring that knowledge and information 

are never lost, but continue to contribute to 

organizational maturity.These incremental 

gains across a broad swath of board 

management priorities work to provide a 

compounding effect that accounts for those 

with board management software reporting 

increased board effectiveness.

Those with board management software were:

More effective in 

environmental, social, 

and governance

11%

More effective in 

board recruiting 2%

More effective in 

board continuity
15%

More effective in 

board diversity
5%



“
“…never before have boards needed 

more carefully to balance providing 

support to management teams 

operating in highly stressful conditions 

with challenging them to ensure that 

they make the best decisions 

throughout a crisis for which no 

playbook exists. This may well turn out 

to be the moment when your board 

proves its value—or shows its flaws”




Deloitte


“Boards in the time of Coronavirus”

To help guide their organizations through current 

upheavals, boards across every industry and 

organization need to utilize all the tools at their 

disposal to increase board member engagement and 

focus on the strategic Imperatives that enable the 

organization to thrive—even in the midst of uncertainty.
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Four takeaways for increasing board effectiveness

Embrace technology for better collaboration, security,


and effectiveness1

Preparedness has always been key, but it means 

something different now (pre-reads, ensuring materials 

are available anywhere (.e.g, mobile devices) that we’re 

squarely in the digital age.

3

Board engagement is critical to effectiveness – how do 

you ensure the board is engaged. 

(Hint: use technology to measure, analyze and optimize actions)

2

Security is and will continue to be a strategic priority for 

the most effective and engaged boards – there’s too 

much at risk to squander to poor security.
4

See how OnBoard empowers today’s boards  

to cope with uncertainty while building better  

long-term value for the organizations they serve.



Schedule a Demo Today

https://www.onboardmeetings.com/board-portal/request-demo/

